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ABSTRACT: We talk about how to best protect Australia against cyberterrorist attacks of the type in which
the offenders use a computer to attack or in which the offenders attack computers. Our concern is phenomena
like Stuxnet and Ransomware, but also any attack that has not yet happened, as for our official records, so say
hacking of satellite and use of its allowances to burn people alive to death. We talk about the basics, which
could be the advice of FireEye, and we talk about the sophisticated, which could be what is not yet printed. We
worry about actions that could be considered part of the intelligence system, so things that demand detailed
study of the past and systemic plus organised collection of data in the present. We do not talk about how to deal
with Acts of War: Only about how to protect our systems to best so that we do not get those happening via
computer or from a computer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We must share world references (Pinheiro, 2013) to be able to progress together into our discussion
(Citizendium, 2013):
1. Defensive counterintelligence: Defensive analysis is the practice of looking for vulnerabilities in one's
own organization, and, with due regard for risk versus benefit, closing the discovered holes.
2. Offensive Counterespionage is the set of techniques that, at a minimum, neutralizes discovered FIS
personnel and arrests them or, in the case of diplomats, expels them by declaring them persona non
grata. Beyond that minimum, it exploits FIS personnel to gain intelligence for one's own side, or
actively manipulates the FIS personnel to damage the hostile FIS organization.
3. Counterintelligence Force Protection Source Operations (CFSO) are human source operations,
conducted abroad that are intended to fill the existing gap in national level coverage in protecting a
field station or force from terrorism and espionage.
The 3rd item is our Collective Counterintelligence (CI): Defensive intelligence is DI, and, offensive
intelligence, OI. Having established the world references, we must tell what we discuss, and that is then the
topic of our next paragraph.
We talk about infrastructure and cyberterrorism, and therefore about Stuxnet (Zetter, 2014) and DDoS
attacks (Armerding, 2016). We should worry about hackers entering our satellites and attacking us through them
(Shachtman, 2008) since (Daily Mail Reporter, 2013) at most (Broder, 2016) 2002 (National Space Society,
2016), when researchers from a famous laboratory put a laser transmitter in a satellite (Rubenchik et al, 2009):
At most then we should have gotten scared. Worrying about that is part of DI because we do not wait for the
news: We guess thinking instead. We need to be prepared for crimes against our machines: automated cars
(Mudio, 2016), notebooks, satellite TV (Wong, 2017), telephone, and so on. We also need to be prepared to be
attacked inside of our bodies (usa-anti-communist.com, 2010). If we say Information Technology (IT), we
assume the aggressor uses an IT tool, say the Internet, when attacking. It is possible to have computers sending
signs to computers, and the last one in the series detonating a bomb, perhaps like Mission Impossible
(Movieclips, 2016): Just pressing a button causes a catastrophe. When having a Virtual Private Network (VPN)
available to them, the aggressor may simulate that they are in Korea (Strouvali, 2015) and attack the
supercomputers in Australia in the middle of a major calculation. The government may investigate the incident,
blame Korea, and start a war. We discuss that in the next paragraph.
The United States (US) was blamed for the attack on the Iranian nuclear facilities (Farwell and
Rohozinski , 2011; Whigham , 2016) and Korea was blamed for the attack on Sony (Altman, 2014). Yet, all
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might resume to someone planning all to have those countries appearing as actors, like the perpetrator could be
in Brazil, and make use of the VPN system to simulate that they are in Korea instead. We must think about all
possibilities: What could the opponent be thinking of doing if what we know to be available to them appeared in
their minds as a weapon to do harm? If someone succeeded in stopping the cooling of the nuclear facilities in
Japan, all ten units (Hasegawa, 2014), before the first tsunami that hit their plants gets them, and their stop also
included shutting down alarm systems, so say if all were connected to computers and the computers were
connected to the Internet or the person had an operative doing all via their computers, the results could be a
major catastrophe. And why would the evil mind not think like that? DI is definitely not connected to passive
attitude: We need to go beyond what is usually imagined. After analysing possible future moves of the
adversary, we draw deterrence strategies (Irwin, 2017) or, if avoidance is not possible, we minimize impact
(Florence, 2013). We study procedures that may guarantee the safety of the governmental machines: We want to
lower down the chances that such things happen. For that, we consult the CI (BastiaensUlrike et al, 2007). In the
next paragraph, we tell how this paper is structured and what we do not discuss.
In the section Development, we describe the problem better, and present arguments in favor of our
suggestions and against some current procedures even in terms of enforcement. In the section Conclusion, we
present our recommendations, and our summary of results. We still talk about limitations in the current study
and future work. We do whatever we can to equip the reader with information that is enough for them to inspire
themselves and work on good threads of intelligence in order to improve their organizational defensive power
by much. We will not discuss how countries should be dealing with possible Acts of War (attacks of other
countries to their infrastructure via computers and alike): We talk about how to protect Australia, so that those
attacks do not happen instead. In the next paragraph, we give hints on what our suggestions are plus a flash sight
of our backstage for this piece.
Our problem is how to stop attacks that come via computer or target computers or at least how to stop a
meaningful number and amount of variety of those. Our conclusions are that we should focus on processes of
selection and hiring of Information Technology (IT) professionals, firewall policy, storage policy, distribution of
personal computers, portable and external storage devices policy, professional networking policies, institutional
relationships with vendors and their support teams, complaint and protest policies, human rights in general,
space scrutiny policies, emergency policies for IT, alternative currency policies, emergency policies for
financial institutions for situations of terrorism, satellite authorization policies, identification policies for
hardware of the type computer, training policies for IT staff, including what is trivial in our basic operational IT
policies, internal justice systems, and policies for dealing with Acts of War or what looks like them inside of IT.

II. DEVELOPMENT
One of the worst problems with IT crimes is attribution (Rid and Buchanan, 2015): Even if we get the
Internet Protocol (IP) of the perpetrator’s computer, we cannot easily determine the author of the attack because
the aggressor may have used someone else’s machine, and at least sometimes the owner of the machine is
unaware of that (Khan, 2016). The author of the attack may still use a fake IP: Several browsers let us use a fake
IP address online (Burdette and Unwala (eds), 2016); VPNs may help us get anonymous access to the Internet
(Robinson, 2017); Dark Webs help people trade valuables without being noticed (Finklea, 2017). Attribution
problems are then connected to anonymous surfing or use of third-party vehicles. We need to now find the
context in which attribution problems appear connected to the two types of attack we study. In the next
paragraph, we explore ransomware and Infrastructure attacks.
With Ransomware (Rajput, 2017), we need to identify perpetrators instantaneously to stop attacks and
recover services. In this case, what remains to the government is only anti-hacking. The own government paid
ransom (Bennet and Williams, 2016) instead. That is understandable because hacking is usually considered
crime, and therefore if law enforcement agents start practicing anti-hacking, which is the only thing that could
stop the offender in time, we are in the situation of legalizing and trivializing crime of the same type as the
crime we claim to be combatting. Here is the paradox: Agents could perhaps become ethical hackers (Oxford
University Press, 2017). Alazab (2017) calls those white hats. The issue is that the government cannot support
or incite illegal actions. Similar issues appear in connection with intelligence agencies: If they exist, the
government signs under the crimes of a few (Hagopian, 2014; Ingersoll, 2013), and those work for it. That
makes governmental agents look like terrorists, and the own government like a terrorist organization (Nelson,
n.d.; Meyer, 2012). Maybe they are a necessity (Darling et al, 2007). We choose to ignore anti-hacking: We
produce money that is good only to pay ransoms, marked money, and then chase it. We can also invest in the
area of infrastructure and hardware tracking of perpetrators. In this case, the investment should be in
Engineering: Each machine could emit special identifying marks that nobody knows about apart from
manufacturers. Through such signs, enforcement can quickly reach the perpetrator. We can pass directives to all
organizations that deal with money, so that ransomware money is marked even when it comes in the shape of a
credit card: A few codes, such as, ask if that is OK, and the banks start terrorist attack procedures (Uniwersytet
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Medyczny, 2016). With attacks of the type Stuxnet (Zetter, 2014), it seems that the perpetrator goes locally and
infects the SCADA (Robles et al, 2008) system via USB stick that carries the vector. In this case, the best
solution is guaranteeing that no USB enters the facilities that be not a fresh, just formatted or unpacked, USB,
like the IT support people must have a system that guarantees that only USBs they personally inspected and
classified as good enter their system. One possibility would be making sure that everyone gets fresh USBs to use
each, and every, day and they deposit their USBs somewhere by the end of the journey. This is good procedures
for attacks of the type Stuxnet, but we have to think of attacks in general, so that we talk about firewalls and IT
teams in the next paragraph.
A good firewall (Avolio and Avolio Consulting, 1999) is an essential element to stop attacks that are
already known, so say Sheur (AVS Technologies, 2016). Having a good firewall is not enough: We need to be
able to optimize its use. Putting the right team in charge of IT (Schmitt, 2012) and providing adequate training
(Beauchamp et al, 2017) may make an organization excel in IT security: The attacks to Target in 2013 would
not have happened if the IT professionals from Target had heard the vendor in time (Westervelt, 2014). When
we think about a good IT team, we think of people who would tell us to do at least the basics in security. Certain
things are obvious to everyone, such as only allowing people to do the strictly essential in a machine: Nobody
needs to access the MS-DOS prompt if all they will do is researching into a specific catalogue at that location
(Brown University, 2015). A few more items form the list of the basics in IT, and we should all be aware of
those. A good relationship with providers of software and hardware and the support people from those (FireEye
and Target are examples (Westervelt, 2014) allied to pertinence to professional networks (Hermanrud I, 2009)
that are technical and can be trusted are also what makes the differential between those who excel in security
and those who fail so badly that their machines lose trade capability for many days (Telegraph Media Group,
2017; Corderoy, 2017; Lord, 2017).
… a ransomware attack last year against a Los Angeles hospital system, Hollywood Presbyterian
Medical Center (HPMC), allegedly demanded a ransom of $3.4 million. The attack forced the
hospital back into the pre-computing era, blocking access to the company’s network, email, and
crucial patient data for ten days (Lord, 2017).
For attacks on hospitals, and those happen with a certain frequency (Miles et al, 2017), it seems that
having mandatory local storage is paramount, so that every employee should be using a notebook that belongs to
the company, is dedicated to their sector, and is not a dumb terminal - a machine that allows them to save both
locally and non-locally what they did. We have to have emergency systems also in terms of IT. We seem to be
behind in all that has to do with safety in this area, yet we do the impossible when it comes to fire (SBS, 2017),
theft (McGee, 2014), and even hurricanes (Jackson, 2017). We still need to have common grounds, so, which
attacks that we mention are cyberterrorism?
Cyberterrorism: Unlawful attacks against computers, networks and the information stored therein
when done to intimidate or coerce a government or its people in furtherance of political or social
objectives (Grabosky, 2017).
The definition above is not absolute, but we may expect terrorism to connect to politics. It is called
terrorism because it causes terror: What should matter is what we feel when we see news about attacks, when
we are victims or when we are witnesses. Stuxnet is a political attack even if there are no banners saying so:
Attacks to the infrastructure of a Country are direct attacks to that Country’s flag, to their sovereignty. Health is
also infrastructure… In the same sense that it suffices that the warship of another Country enter the legal
boundaries of ours in an unauthorized manner for us to classify the event as an Act of War (United Nations,
n.d.), it suffices that the offenders attack infrastructure for us to classify things as terrorism: That certainly
intimidates the nation…The store Target is regarded as one of the Australian icons (Murphy, 2016); Levis
(LS&CO, 2017), as an American one. Certain icons do become the nation: We see a McDonald’s and we think
of America; we see Sony and we think of Hollywood (The Movie Insider LLC, 1999), and therefore America. If
an ex-employee (Associated Newspapers Ltd, 2015) did all, it could still be terrorism, for plenty of Australians
have joined ISIS (Chambers, 2015): They would attack Australian national symbols if that were of the interest
of ISIS. The figure of the insider certainly brings non-negligible loss. Just recently, an MI5 dropped the bomb
(Disclose.tv, 2017): The British intelligence did give the order to assassinate Diana. In our best belief, an
intelligence agent would never release such a token if he were content with what he did. To keep people without
voiding the promises they make to their employers, we need to keep them content with what they do, so that
companies should have good complaint and protest lines. They should have a system of internal justice that is
exemplary. Insiders happy, how do we protect ourselves against satellite attacks? We talk about this in the next
paragraph.
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An attack coming from a satellite is terrorism because it is perceived as the same as an alien planet
attacking ours (Mighty_Emperor, 2012): Maximum panic. Only continuous monitoring of the activities of the
satellites that are in space and strict policies of use could avoid that. Many people are unhappy to levels that
could make them think of destroying the planet (Beyond Blue Ltd, 2016; Scientific American and Yuhas, 2012),
and one of them could manage to take control of a satellite and, through refined processes of Engineering, burn
us all to death. The solution is still making our race happy: Enjoying human rights equates to living life well;
actually living it. Islam implies violation of human rights, and the international community proved its power to
change Islamic places, ran inside of the model of perhaps dictatorship, into democracies from day to night (Pew
Research Center, 2005), so that we should invest in guaranteeing, initially by means of rules, the basic human
rights of the women who live in Islam. Nobody should be born without rights to exclusivity over their bodies:
Bodies mean human life…The human rights declaration, currently exhibited on the United Nations (UN) pages,
needs to be fixed to help women connect to those, since a few rights are stated as if they have been granted only
to men: articles 10 to 13, 15, 17 to 18, 21 to 23, 25, and 29 (United Nations, 2017). Scientology has a few of its
principles associated with the sigmatoid (Pinheiro, 2015) man (Church of Scientology International, 2017), not
humans. That has to be fixed: Women must feel equal to men. It is the feeling of uneven treatment that makes
plenty of us unhappy to maximum level. It is unlikely that we stop a home-made satellite from cutting our
bodies with a laser beam. It is also unlikely that we stop someone from attacking us with their bare hands in a
fatal way. It is possible to inspect any legally authorized satellite sent to space before it is in space, however. It
is also possible to monitor activities and even surfaces of all those that our instruments can detect in the same
way it would be possible to investigate the past of an individual and gather information about past violence
against third-parties.

III. CONCLUSION
On the safest end of the IT hazard spectrum, we must invest in selection, training, and standards. We
must have storage and independent systems everywhere. Wherever there is the need of using USB sticks or
other items of possible criminal penetration, IT professionals should guarantee that the material is picked at the
workplace fresh every day and dropped by the end of the shift for maintenance. Every company should have
emergency procedures also for when the computer system fails, not only for when there are fires or hurricanes.
Firewalls are essential elements of protection. Restrictions in use are not only necessary: They are mandatory.
Anti-hacking (OI) probably means crime, so that enforcement cannot invest in that: Instead, they should invest
in marked money to pay ransomware, and then quickly trace perpetrators (DI). They could also invest in
Engineering and mark incoming traffic, so say machine XDZ789. Finding the machine of the perpetrator does
not mean finding them (CI may be needed), but we could also associate the individual’s ID with the machine’s
ID, perhaps in a manner that only the official authority knows. Our internal systems of complaint and justice
must do more for our employees than the external ones (DI). The world should declare war against regimens
that make some be legally deprived from basic rights, as it is the case with Islam (women are not free). Sole
ownership of our bodies is essential: The minimum requisite for human happiness is that our bodies be
exclusively ours (DI). Organizations must not use gender-exclusive language, so that they should say human
instead of his, man, and others (DI). We should set directives to all organizations that are officially authorized to
deal with money, so that they know when the government needs their help and also what to do: An emergency
IT plan (DI). Any machine that lives in the space should be continuously monitored and inspected in a rigorous
way before being put there (DI). We should make sure human kind is happy, so that people do not feel like
betraying their organizations, partners, and others; in special, so that they do not feel like destroying them (DI).
Recommendations are good, but we must also talk about the concept of cyberterrorism, limitations in our study,
and possible future developments. These are the topics of our next paragraph.
Cyberterrorism also comprises of attacks on symbols, so that it is an expression that goes well beyond
governmental institutions: Target is probably a symbol for Australia, and McDonald’s plus Levis are probably
symbols for the US. Many of the cyber terrorist activities can be faced as acts of war, and therefore probably
deserve compatible treatment (DI). Certain attacks will never be detected or stopped in time, so that failure is
part of the intelligence business. We also need to talk about the limitations and possible developments of this
study. We did not talk enough about Acts of War: We talked about how to protect Australia, so that those
attacks do not happen instead. Further research is needed to address Possible Acts of War. The issues that most
cause concern are attribution, in special equivocated attribution, and the consequences involved. We here
studied a very small number of cases and limited information about those. Better results could be obtained from
a much bigger sample of real-life cases and a much larger set of details.
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